TESTaNDRAIN® MODEL 1000
VALVE OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

A. TO TEST:
1. Turn valve handle counterclockwise from "Off" to "Test". The handle will stop automatically.
2. After test is completed, return handle to "Off".

B. TO DRAIN:
1. Turn handle counterclockwise from "Off" to "Test". The handle will stop automatically.
2. Depress "Push" button and turn handle to "Drain".
3. When system is empty, return handle clockwise to "Off" position.

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
FOR TESTaNDRAIN™ MODEL 1000


2. THREAD THE PIPE NIPPLE INTO THE INLET OF THE TESTaNDRAIN.

3. THREAD THE PIPE NIPPLE AND THE TESTaNDRAIN INTO THE OUTLET ON THE FEED MAIN.

4. THREAD PIPING FROM OUTLET OF TESTaNDRAIN TO AN ACCEPTABLE DRAIN FIXTURE OR ACTIVE EXPRESS DRAIN AS REQUIRED.